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For a water cooled reactor, the key thermal-hydraulic parameters span a wide range
corresponding to different CHF regimes. Under accident conditions, due to the flow regime
transition and interchannel mixing effect, the corresponding CHF can transition from the
DO to DNB regime. In order to continuously and accurately predict DNB and DO regime
CHF under wide parameter range for rod bundle channel, a comprehensive CHF
mechanistic model covering the DNB and DO regime CHF prediction is established
based on the rod bundle CHF-regime criterion. The DNB regime CHF mechanistic model
of superheated liquid layer depletion under turbulence fluctuation bubbles and the mature
DO regime CHF mechanistic model are combined to form the comprehensive CHF model.
Furthermore, the comprehensive CHF model is assessed by 5 × 5 rod bundle CHF
experimental data independently obtained by the Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC).
The statistical evaluation and parametric trend analysis show that themaximummean error
of P/M is within ±22%, and the local pressure, mass flux, and quality do not have any
effects on the average deviations of the predicted flux P from the measured flux M. This
indicates that the comprehensive CHFmechanistic model can accurately and continuously
predict the DNB and DO regime CHF in the rod bundle channel.
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INTRODUCTION

Critical heat flux (CHF) is an important thermal safety limit in the research and development of nuclear
fuel assemblies and reactor thermal-hydraulic design and safety analysis. According to the different flow
regimes and heat transfer characteristics corresponding to CHF, the flow boiling crisis in rod bundle
channel can be divided into DNB regime and dryout (DO) regime (Tong, 1967).

For the pressurized water reactor (PWR), subcooled nucleate boiling occurs at the hot channel exit
under normal operation conditions. Thus, the DNB regime CHF is the most likely to occur due to the low
vapor quality in the channel. Under accident conditions, there are several kinds of flow regimes existing in
the rod bundle channel.Moreover, due to the interchannelmixingmechanisms (Xiong et al., 2020) and the
cross flow caused by the mixing vanes between adjacent open channels (Qu et al., 2019), the flow regime
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could transition from annular flow to bubble flow or slug flow.
Accordingly, the correspondingCHFwill also transition from theDO
to DNB regime (Yang et al., 2019), as shown in Figure 1.

In addition, under the normal operation and accident
conditions of PWR, the key thermal-hydraulic parameters
span a wide range. For example, the pressure ranges from 2 to
17 MPa, the mass flux ranges from several hundred to nearly
5,000 kg/m2s, and the corresponding equilibrium quality ranges
from −0.2 to 0.5. Obviously, such a wide range of thermal-
hydraulic parameters may cover different CHF regimes
(Groeneveld et al., 2018).

At present, due to the complex nature of two-phase flow with
heat transfer in the rod bundle channel, the method for rod
bundle CHF prediction is mainly CHF empirical correlation. In
the development of CHF correlation, there is no classification for
DNB and DO regime CHF conditions while all the CHF
experimental data are put together to develop the CHF
correlation (Chai et al., 2003). Moreover, once the application
scope and original object of CHF empirical correlation are
exceeded, the prediction accuracy will be significantly reduced.
In addition, since the CHF empirical correlation usually depends
on the specific correction factors, it has great uncertainty when it
is extended to the condition lacking of CHF experimental data
(Weisman and Pei, 1983).

Although extensive research has been carried out on CHF
mechanisms and obtained several representative CHF
mechanistic models with relatively high prediction accuracy
(Zhang and Hewitt, 2016; Liu et al., 2020b), these CHF
mechanistic models are all developed for a specific flow regime
and often only applicable to DNB or DO regime CHF prediction.
Obviously, the CHF prediction ability is limited to the flow or
CHF regime. As Zeigarnik (Zeigarnik, 1996) pointed out, there is
no universal flow boiling CHFmechanistic model that can predict
CHF in the regimes of high subcooled, low subcooled, and
saturated. Because there are different flow regimes and heat
transfer modes in such a wide span range, only the main
process can be modeled.

At present, different comprehensive CHF mechanistic models
have been developed for prediction of DNB and DO regime CHF
in round tubes (Kataoka et al., 1997; Kodama and Kataoka, 2002;
Liu et al., 2019). However, the void fraction or quality is often
used as the classification criterion for different CHF regimes in
most of these comprehensive CHF mechanistic models. The
accuracy and reliability of the CHF classification criterion still
need further study.

Due to the complex nature of CHF phenomenon, the
challenges of experimental measurement technology, and the
characteristics of wide parameter range across different CHF
regimes, the coexistence of various CHF mechanistic models at
this stage seems reasonable and unchangeable.

In order to accurately and continuously predict the DNB and
DO regime CHF in rod bundle channel under the wide parameter
range, a feasible method is to classify the CHF conditions into
different regimes and then establish the corresponding CHF
mechanistic model based on the specific CHF-regime
visualization phenomenon and mechanism hypothesis. Finally,
different regimes of the CHF mechanistic model are combined to

form the comprehensive CHF mechanistic model throughout the
CHF-regime criterion.

In previous studies, the author has obtained the classification
criterion for CHF conditions in the rod bundle channel with the
dimensional analysis method (Liu et al., 2021a) and developed the
DNB regime CHF mechanistic model of superheated liquid layer
depletion under turbulence fluctuation bubbles (Liu et al., 2021b).
In this study, a comprehensive CHF mechanistic model covering
different regimes of CHF prediction will be established by using
the existing research results and the mature DO regime CHF
mechanistic model. The comprehensive CHF mechanistic model
will be assessed by the 5 × 5 full-length rod bundle CHF
experimental data independently obtained by the Nuclear
Power Institute of China (NPIC), and the statistical evaluation
and parametric trend analysis will be carried out by using
statistical methods.

EXISTING ROD BUNDLE CHF RESEARCH
RESULTS

Rod Bundle CHF-Regime Criterion
In order to correctly distinguish the rod bundle CHF regimes, a
general dimensionless rod bundle CHF correlation is obtained
based on the dimensional analysis method (Liu et al., 2021a). The
real vapor quality, Katto number, and boiling length are
introduced to establish the basic form of the dimensionless
CHF correlation. According to the deep analysis of the
distribution trend of typical CHF experimental data and the
CHF characteristics of different CHF regimes, the CHF in rod
bundle are separated into DO, DNB, and HP-DNB regimes. The
dimensionless equations between the boundaries of each regime
are established, and a clearly defined map of characteristic
regimes of CHF in rod bundle is determined.

The equation of the dividing line between DO and DNB
regimes is,

FIGURE 1 | Transition from DO to DNB regime CHF.
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xt � ⎛⎝⎛⎝1.536 ln⎛⎝ 0.1(ρv/ρl)0.516Ka0.055⎞⎠⎞⎠2/
×⎛⎝⎛⎝1.536 ln⎛⎝ 0.1(ρv/ρl)0.516Ka0.055⎞⎠⎞⎠2

+ 1⎞⎠⎞⎠,

where Ka � σρl/G
2l.

The equation of the dividing line between DNB and HP-DNB
regimes is,

xt �
(ln( 1.863Ka0.06

(ρv/ρl)0.175)/(0.651 − 0.786p(ρv/ρl)0.5))2

(ln( 1.863Ka0.06

(ρv/ρl)0.175)/(0.651 − 0.786p(ρv/ρl)0.5))2

+ 1

.

Figure 2 shows the dimensionless rod bundle CHF-regime
map for ρv/ρl of 0.1 (about 11.5 MPa) and 0.2 (about 16.5 MPa),
respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that when the Katto number is
large and real vapor quality is high, the CHF is corresponding to
the DO regime. When the Katto number is small and real vapor
quality is low, the CHF is corresponding to the DNB regime. The
Katto number of the boundary point between DO and DNB
regimes is about 10–7. With the increase of pressure, the boundary
point moves right, and the boundary line between DNB and HP-
DNB regimes moves up. Consequently, the HP-DNB regime is
expanded.

The above research results provide a theoretical basis for the
classification of rod bundle CHF conditions.

DNB Regime CHF Mechanistic Model
Under subcooled and low quality flow boiling conditions, a
general CHF mechanistic model is essential to the thermal-
hydraulic design and safety analysis. Based on the mechanism

of superheated liquid layer depletion (Chun et al., 2000; Liu et al.,
2021c), the net mass transfer from the bulk liquid to the
superheated liquid layer caused by turbulent velocity
fluctuations of flowing bubbles is determined, and a new
calculation method of superheated liquid layer thickness is
developed (Liu et al., 2021b). After matching with other
constitutive equations, a novel CHF mechanistic model for
subcooled and low quality flow boiling conditions has been
developed, as shown in Figure 3.

For a fixed axial control volume Δz in the superheated liquid
layer, the mass conservation equation is:

m − (m + Δm) − Δmevap +mturb � 0,

where Δmevap is the mass flow rate of evaporation andmturb is the
turbulent mass flow rate transported from bulk flow to the
superheated liquid layer.

After simplification,

Δm � vpρπDΔz − (q − qconv)πDΔz
hfg

.

The radial net two-phase mass exchange rate from the bulk
flow to the superheated liquid layer caused by turbulent velocity
fluctuations (Liu et al., 2021b) is determined as

FIGURE 2 | Dimensionless rod bundle CHF-regime map (Liu et al.,
2021a).

FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram of the DNB model.
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vp � σv′

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1���
2π

√ e
−12(V11

σ
v′
)2

− 1
2
⎛⎝V11

σv′
⎞⎠erfc⎛⎝ 1�

2
√ V11

σv′
⎞⎠⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

where σv′ is the standard deviation of velocity fluctuations.
Then,

mturb � vpρπDΔz.

The calculation method of the superheated liquid layer
thickness on the heating surface is proposed, as shown in
Figure 4.

The superheated liquid layer thickness y* is obtained directly
through thermal equilibrium temperature distribution in the rod
bundle channel.

T(y+) � Tw − QPry+ 0≤ y+ < 5,

T(y+) � Tw − 5Q{Pr + 0.25 ln[1 + Pr(y+
5
− 1)]} 5≤ y+ < 30,

T(y+) � Tw − 5Q[Pr + 0.25 ln(1 + 5Pr) + 1
3
ln(y+

30
)] y+ ≥ 30,

where Tw is the wall temperature, Pr is the Prandtl number of the
liquid, and Q is a function of the local heat flux, liquid density,
specific heat capacity, and friction velocity.

This DNB model is suitable for rod bundle CHF prediction
under subcooled and low quality flow boiling conditions.

DO Regime CHF Mechanistic Model
In annular flow, the dryout of liquid film is determined by a
balance between the liquid film evaporation, liquid droplet
entrainment, and deposition from the entrained core
(Groeneveld, 2013), as shown in Figure 5.

In the steady state, the mass conservation equation for the
liquid film is:

FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of superheated liquid layer thickness.

FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of the DO model.
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De

4

dGf

dz
� D − E − q

hfg
.

Several models have been proposed for solution of the mass
conservation equation. The models differ in the constitutive
correlations representing the mechanisms of entrainment and
deposition.

In this study, the DO regime CHFmechanistic model for BWR
fuel assembly developed by Lim and Weisman (Lim and
Weisman, 1988) is used (see reference Lim and Weisman
(1988) for the subchannel division and solution steps of this
model).

DEVELOPMENTOFCOMPREHENSIVE CHF
MECHANISTIC MODEL

In this section, the rod bundle CHF-regime criterion for DNB and
DO regime CHF determined in Rod Bundle CHF-Regime
Criterion is used to classify the CHF conditions. Then, the
DNB regime CHF mechanistic model of superheated liquid
layer depletion under turbulence fluctuation bubbles developed
by the author is combined with the DO regime CHF mechanistic
model of Lim and Weisman to form a comprehensive CHF
mechanistic model covering the DNB and DO regime CHF
prediction.

The detailed calculation process of the comprehensive CHF
mechanistic model is shown in Figure 6.

First of all, input parameters such as pressure, mass flux,
subcooling, and equivalent hydraulic diameter for subchannel
code are needed to calculate local parameters in the current node.
The initial heat flux is q and the corresponding physical
properties xt and Katto number are calculated.

For xt > 0, the D-N criterion is used for judgment. If the
current calculation condition belongs to DO regime, then the DO
regime CHF model is used to calculate the liquid film flow rate.
When the calculated liquid film flow rate is greater than the set
value of 1 kg/m2s, it means that CHF has not occurred in the
current node, then the next node I + 1 is calculated. If the liquid
film flow rate of the last node is still greater than the set value, it
means that CHF will not occur in the whole subchannel, then the
corresponding heat flux is evaluated.

If the current calculation condition belongs to the DNB
regime, the N-HP criterion is used for judgment, and the
DNB regime CHF model is used to calculate CHF. When the
calculated CHF qc does not meet the tolerance∣∣∣∣qc/qi − 1

∣∣∣∣< 1 × 10− 4, the next node I + 1 is calculated. If the
last node still does not meet the tolerance, it means that CHF will
not occur in the whole subchannel, then the corresponding heat
flux is evaluated.

It should be noted that the comprehensive CHF mechanistic
model established in this study can automatically and accurately
judge and classify the current calculation conditions. Then, the
appropriate CHF model is called to calculate and the
corresponding CHF is printed. This comprehensive CHF
model can accurately and continuously predict the DNB and
DO regime CHF in rod bundle channel under the wide
parameter range.

ASSESSMENT AND STATISTICAL
EVALUATION

CHF Experimental Data
Aiming at the development of advanced Chinese fuel assemblies,
NPIC has independently carried out the CHF experiment of 5 × 5
rod bundle with axial uniform and nonuniform heating, taking
into account the geometry structure of rod bundle and flow
subchannel, heating length, different grid arrangements, rod
radial peaking factors, and the guide tube effects (Qin et al.,

FIGURE 6 | Flowchart of the comprehensive CHF mechanistic model.
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2016). In this study, six CHF test series data are selected, and the
database and its characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the parameter range of CHF experimental data
to assess the comprehensive CHF mechanistic model.

Calculation Method
The local thermal-hydraulic parameters in the 5 × 5 rod bundle of
each CHF test series are calculated with the subchannel code
CORTH (Liu et al., 2017), which was developed in NPIC for
thermal-hydraulic analysis of reactor cores and experimental
facilities with heating rod bundles. The rod bundle specific
effects such as heating length, mixing strength, cold wall, and
axial nonuniform heating are considered to account properly for
the calculation of rod bundle local parameters (Dong et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2020a).

Figure 7 shows the subchannel numbering in a 5 × 5 rod
bundle.

Assessment Results
Effect of Heating Length
First of all, the effects of heating length on CHF are validated by
using the TEST 1, TEST 2, and TEST 5 experimental data. The
distribution of P/M in these three series is shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen that the comprehensive CHFmechanistic model
developed in this study can accurately and continuously predict
the DNB and DO regime CHF in the rod bundle channel. All the
P/M predicted by the comprehensive CHFmechanistic model are
uniformly distributed in the vicinity of one within the mean error
of ±22%.

Effect of Mixing Strength
The TEST 8 experimental data are used to validate the effect of
spacer span (with intermediate mixing spacer grids to enhance
the mixing strength) on CHF prediction. The distribution of P/M
in this series is shown in Figure 9.

Similarly, all the P/M predicted by the comprehensive CHF
mechanistic model are uniformly distributed near one within the
mean error of ±12%.

Effect of Cold Wall
The effect of cold wall is validated by TEST 7 experimental data.
The distribution of P/M in this series is shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen that all the P/M predicted by the comprehensive
CHF mechanistic model are uniformly distributed near one
within the mean error of ±18%.

TABLE 1 | CHF database and characteristics of each test.

Test series Element geometry Axial flux shape Grid arrangement

TEST 1 Typical Uniform Half span
TEST 2 Typical Uniform Half span
TEST 5 Typical Uniform Half span
TEST 7 Guide tube Uniform Full span
TEST 8 Typical Uniform Full span
TEST 9 Typical Cosine1.55 Full span

TABLE 2 | Parameter range of CHF experimental data.

Parameter Range

Outlet pressure/MPa 2.1–16.7
Inlet mass flux/kg/m2s 960–4760
Inlet temperature/°C 113–330
Local heat flux/kW/m2 760–2611

FIGURE 7 | Subchannel numbering in a 5 × 5 rod bundle.

FIGURE 8 | Distribution of P/M in TEST 1, TEST 2, and TEST 5.
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Effect of Axial Nonuniform Heating
The TEST 9 experimental data are used to validate the effect of
axial nonuniform heating. The distribution of P/M in this series is
shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen that for the axial nonuniform heating CHF
prediction, only one prediction comes up with mean error larger
than 20%, and rest of the P/M are uniformly distributed near one
within the mean error of ±13%.

For the axial nonuniform heating of TEST 9, the CHFmay not
occur at the channel exit. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the
CHF mechanistic model–predicted locations with experimentally
measured locations. It can be seen that the predicted CHF
location is in good agreement with the experimentally
measured location, and the deviation of some data points is
only within one spacer span. This indicates that the
comprehensive CHF mechanistic model can be used to predict
the CHF location for the axial nonuniform heating condition.

Statistical Evaluation
Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of M/P
predicted by the CHF mechanistic model and CF-DRW
correlation (Liu W. et al., 2020) based on the CHF
experimental data shown in CHF Experimental Data. It
can be seen that the mean and standard deviation of M/P
with these two prediction methods are quite identical.

Figures 13–15 show the distributions of M/P as a function of
independent variables such as local pressure, mass flux, and
quality, respectively. It can be seen that the distribution of
M/P with local pressure, mass flux, and quality have no
obvious systematic bias.

Figure 16 shows the flux predicted by the CHF
mechanistic model, P, as a function of experimental
measured flux M. It can be seen that the distribution of
heat fluxes calculated with the comprehensive CHF
mechanistic model is well distributed along the 45 line

FIGURE 9 | Distribution of P/M in TEST 8.

FIGURE 10 | Distribution of P/M in TEST 7.

FIGURE 11 | Distribution of P/M in TEST 9.

FIGURE 12 | Predicted and measured CHF locations in TEST 9.
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with measured CHF, and more than 95% experimental data
are within the mean error of ±15%.

According to the statistical evaluation results, the
comprehensive CHF mechanistic model is a promising
candidate for rod bundle CHF prediction under the wide
parameter range.

CONCLUSION

In this study, a comprehensive CHF mechanistic model covering
DNB and DO regime CHF in a wide parameter range for the rod
bundle channel is developed. This model is validated and
statistically evaluated as a general CHF prediction method
using the 5 × 5 rod bundle CHF experimental data. The
important conclusions are as follows:

(1) The comprehensive CHF mechanistic model developed
in this study covers the parameter range of PWR under

TABLE 3 | Statistical results of the CHF mechanistic model and CF-DRW correlation.

Test series M/P CF-DRW correlation CHF mechanistic model

TEST 1 Mean 0.949 1.019
Standard deviation 0.068 0.083

TEST 2 Mean 1.033 1.038
Standard deviation 0.073 0.054

TEST 5 Mean 0.996 0.996
Standard deviation 0.048 0.075

TEST 7 Mean 0.994 1.013
Standard deviation 0.058 0.070

TEST 8 Mean 0.983 1.012
Standard deviation 0.090 0.051

TEST 9 Mean 1.002 1.011
Standard deviation 0.051 0.070

All Mean 0.999 1.019
Standard deviation 0.064 0.067

FIGURE 13 | M/P as a function of pressure. FIGURE 14 | M/P as a function of mass flux.

FIGURE 15 | M/P as a function of local quality.
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normal operation and accident conditions and can
accurately and continuously predict the DNB and DO
regime CHF in the rod bundle channel.

(2) The mean and standard deviation of all M/P are 1.019
and 0.067, which are identical to the prediction accuracy
of CF-DRW correlation. No specific correction factors
such as heating length, cold wall, and axial nonuniform
heating effect are needed anymore.

(3) The local pressure, mass flux, and quality do not have any
effects on the average deviations of the predicted flux P
from the measured flux M. This shows that the
comprehensive CHF mechanistic model is a promising
candidate for rod bundle CHF prediction under the wide
parameter range.
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NOMENCLATURE

D channel diameter (m)/droplet deposition rate (kg/m2s)

De equivalent diameter (m)

E entrainment rate (kg/m2s)

G mass flux (kg/m2s)

hfg latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)

Ka Katto number

m mass flow rate (kg/s)

M measured CHF (MW/m2)

p pressure (MPa)

P predicted CHF (MW/m2)

Pr Prandtl number

q heat flux (MW/m2)

qc critical heat flux (MW/m2)

T temperature (°C)

v9 radial velocity (m/s)

v* net mass exchange rate (m/s)

V11 vapor generation rate (m/s)

x equilibrium quality

xt real vapor quality

y* distance from the wall (m)

z axial coordinate (m)

ρ density (kg/m3)

SUBSCRIPTS

conv forced convection

evap evaporation

l liquid

turb turbulence fluctuations

v vapor

w wall

sat saturation condition
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